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Window tinting is gaining more recognition among people due to its beneficial features. High quality
heat rejection films are emerging on regular basis to satisfy the expectation of people who are
looking for effective window film to block harmful UV radiation. Nowadays, Nano-technology
construction of 3M prestige window films that are unique and multilayered are becoming more and
more used throughout the world due to its effective UV and infra-red ray blocking ability. 3M prestige
window films can block around 99.9% of UV rays and 97% of infra-red energy. Apart from blocking
harmful radiation, it can also enhance the visual light level in the room.

Why your commercial building or home needs window tinting?

There are several reasons that pinpoint the necessity for window tinting. Some important factors
that pinpoint the importance of window tinting are listed below:

Protection from harmful radiation:

Low amount of UV radiation is beneficial for the production of vitamin D, but overexposure can
cause a wide range of health problems. According to World Health Organization (WHO), prolonged
exposure to UV radiation can cause acute and chronic health effects on the skin, inflammatory
reaction of the eye, cataract and even skin cancers.

Window tinting helps to protect harmful UV and infra red rays effectively. Window films that are
coated on the windows prevent harmful UV rays from entering the building and secure the health of
the people inside. Hence, window tinting is used widely in commercial buildings to secure the
workerâ€™s health which ultimately increases the businessâ€™ productivity.

Reduces the glare:

Window tinting can reduce the glare on your computer monitor and other equipment thus, helping
the staff to work without any inconvenience. It also helps to increase the visual light in the room.

Enhances the security features:

Apart from privacy concerns, window tinting is also used to enhance the security features. Security
films can prevent glass from shattering during bad weather or other hazards. Besides, thieves may
not be able to view the valuable products within the building.

Protects expensive products:

High intensity UV radiation is the primary cause for furniture and decorative materials fading.
Commercial window tint can help you to retain the elegant glow of the furniture by blocking high
intensity rays effectively.

Keeps heat within the building:

During the winter season, low-emissivity window film coating can be applied to the inside pane of
windows to retain heat within your building.

All these factors pinpoint the importance of window tinting. Remember, only a perfect window tinting
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finish can secure you from UV rays, so hire a professional window tinter to perform the task.
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